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ABSTRACT

Microwave-induced shape memory polymer (Polyurethane)/Graphene nanoplatelets composite
were prepared in micro-compounder. When samples exposed in moisture (immersed in water),
the thermo-mechanical and shape memory properties such as Tensile strength, glass transition
temperature, storage modulus, stretch and recovery strength were decreased. The surface
morphology and dispersion of GNPs in PU matrix were characterized by using the Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM), X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy
(FE-SEM). Further, we found that the PU specimen has no shape recovery during MV irradiations
without moisture exposed sample. But moisture exposed PU sample shows shape recovery.
With increasing water immersion time (Days) of the PU and 1 GPU samples the MV-induced
shape recovery was increased. Because the absorbed water molecules in samples act as a
dielectric note heating source for MV irradiations. So that its novel approach which may treat as
a self-responsive shape memory polymer components when exposed long days in moisture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Shape memory polymers are a smart,
intellectually, functionally graded, self-healing,
lightweight, low cost, ease of fabrication as
compared to existing shape memory alloys and
shape memory ceramics [1-5].  As a exploring
new research in science and technology day
by day, the shape memory polymer nano-
composite components takes place over the
existing components [2,6,7]. Shape memory
polymers (SMPs) usually used for various
applications such as sensors and actuators,
remote sensing and wireless, bio-medical
devices, robotics and other sophisticated
applications. Shape memory materials are the
class of self actuating materials which are
switching the one temporary shape to other
permanent shape with the help of number of
external stimuli such as, temperature [3],
magnetic field [8], electric current, ph [6-7], water
[9], solutions, electromagnetic rays[10],
microwave etc [11]. The polyurethane-based
shape memory polymer may categorise into
two parts one is thermosetting polyurethane
and thermoplastic polyurethane [12-16]. The
thermosetting polyurethane has also two parts
one is reign and another is hardener. The
thermosetting polymer samples directly made
by the solvent casting method whereas
thermoplastic polyurethane based samples
were prepared by melt mixing route [17-25]. The
shape memory polymer (SMPs) has several
disadvantages like low recovery stress, low
glass transition temperature, low strength
easily affected by moisture [11]. So that for
overcome such disadvantages the shape
memory polymer composites were introduced
by reinforcing the various reinforcement such
as TiC, SiC. CNTs, GNPs and Fibre etc [26-34, 12].

Thermo-responsive [24], Ph-responsive [6, 9], light
responsive [23], electric responsive [25, 26],
magnetic responsive [2, 12] and water responsive [34]

shape memory polymers have a traditional
(conventional) method to triggered the shape
memory polymer components. Various
researchers already reported that the improved
shape memory and mechanical properties of
light responsive [23, 29], Microwave responsive [13,

14, 28], electromagnetic responsive shape
memory polymer composites. But when we
think about the non-traditional, non-contact,
clean green stimuli for shape recovery we go
for Electromagnetic responsive, Microwave
responsive and moisture responsive shape
memory polymer composites [23, 25, 33-42]. From
the literature survey, we observed that many
researchers are working in thermo-responsive
and other conventionally triggered shape
memory polymer composites [11, 13, 24]. Recently
few researchers started working on microwave
and moisture responsive shape memory
polymer composites [35-37]. Microwave [38] and
moisture [36] responsive shape memory polymer
have a clean green and non-contact source for
shape recovery which is widely useful for
wireless, remote sensing and other
sophisticated applications [39-44].

In our research paper, the effect of moisture on
Microwave-induced thermoplastic shape
memory polyurethane (PU)/ graphene
nanoplatelets composite were studied. The pure
and composite containing 1 phr GNPs in the
PU matrix (namely 1 GPU) were prepared
through melt mixing rout in micro-compounder.
The PU and 1 GPU samples were immersed
in a water bath for 5 days and 10 days for testing
and characterizations. The tensile strength,
glass transition temperature, stretch and
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recovery strength were decreased due to the
moisture. Dynamic Mechanical Analyser
(DMA) was used to study the thermo-
mechanical properties of viscoelastic materials.
The glass transition temperature was
calculated by using the DMA and DSC curves.
On another hand the due to the moisture,
microwave-induced shape recovery was
improved for both Pure and composite sample.
Pure PU sample without water immersed has
no shape recovery but when PU sample
immersed in water than after its shows MV-
induced shape recovery. Further, we concluded
that the moisture responsive shape memory
polymer can play an important role in various
wireless, non-contact heating, sensors and
actuators.

2. THE MATERIAL, SAMPLE PREPARATION
AND CHARACTERIZATIONS

2.1 Material

Shape memory thermoplastic polyurethane (PU) ether
type granules MM6520 was purchased from Mitsubishi
(diplex) Japan supplied by Nano Shel Pvt. Ltd. graphene
nanoplatelets (GNPs) having 11-15 nm obtained in
powder form from Lo-Li Tech. GmbH nonmaterial’s
Germany.

2.2 Sample preparations

In sample preparation, the PU pallets and GNPs were
dried at 110 °C for 5 hours in a vacuum oven to reduce
the impurities. After that, the micro compounder and
injection moulding were used to making samples of PU
and 1 GPU (1 phr GNPs in PU matrix) composite. The
preparation of sample procedure like same as reported
[38]. 6g PU was taken and proceed in micro compounder
followed by injection moulding. Thermo Haake micro-
compounder MiniLab 3 and Thermo Scientific Haake
Mini-jet pro Piston injection moulding were used. The
speed of twin conical screw (micro-compounder)
60 rpm for 10 minutes and mixing temperature was
210°C. The injection pressure, post pressure, cylinder

temperature, mould temperature, the injection time of
injection moulding was 620 bar, 600 bar, 210°C, 85°C
and 20 seconds respectively. Thereafter samples
remove after 5 minutes from ISI slandered die (injection
moulding ISI standard die) for testing and
characterizations.

2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Surface morphology studies were carried out by using
the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The
cryogenic fracture surfaces were observed in SEM
after 100 A gold coating layer in samples for clear
observations.

The shape memory test (stretch and recovery) was
tested in the tensile testing machine (Tinius Olsen 25kt)
for the standard tensile sample. The sample was
clamped in spring-loaded grips and furnace start for
heating the sample at 65°C. Once the sample temperate
reached 65°C the test start to Appling the tensile strength
upto 50% strain after that furnace was open to cool
down the sample below 32°C without releasing the
load. Once the sample temperature comes below 32°C
sample open from the spring-loaded grip and final gauge
length was a measure for shape fixity. Than after
stretched sample again clamp in grips for measuring
the recovery strength. The stretched sample clamp in
grips and furnace closed to heat sample 65°C. Once
the temperature of the sample reached 65°C the test
was started to record the recovery stress. The same
procedure was carried out for all samples. Details
procedure we also discussed in the results and
discussion section.

2.4 Uni-axial tensile testing

Tensile strength was also carried out for standard ISI
tensile sample by using the Tinius Olsen25kt tensile
testing machine at room temperature. The cross-head
speed was 10mm/minutes.

2.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetric (DSC)

Differential Scanning Calorimetric (DSC) test was
conducted by using DSC 1 STAR System M/s Mettler
Toledo. The DSC heating results ranging from 25°C to
70°C were analysed in the discussion section. The
glass transition temperature (Tg) was calculated by
DSC curves.
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2.6 Dynamic Mechanical Analyser (DMA)

Dynamic Mechanical Analyser (DMA) was used for
calculation of thermo-mechanical properties of the
viscoelastic material.  The DMS 6100 Dynamic
Mechanical Analyser by Hitachi instrument was used.
The injection moulded sample 40x10x1 mm3 was used
in 3 points bending mode in the temperature range from
30°C to 80°C having 1Hz bending frequency. The DMA
was used to determine the response of visco-elastic
materials by application of dynamic load and
temperature. The storage modulus, loss modulus and
energy dissipation factor and glass transition
temperature (Tan D) curves were analysed by using
DMA.

2.7 Microwave-induced shape recovery tests

Microwave-induced shape recovery test was
conducted by using the household microwave oven
model (IFB 30SC3) supplied by Technical System Pvt,
Ltd. The microwave oven having fixed power supplied
120W and frequency of 2.45 GHz and the distance
between the two permatron was 30cm. before testing
the MV-induced shape recovery the samples
temporary deformed straight shape from original
spring shape.

2.8 XRD analysis

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis was done by using
XRD 6000 X-ray diffractometer (Shimadzu, Tokyo,
Japan) 30 mA, 40 kV, λCuKα = 0.15 nm with high
diffraction angle 2θ varied from 0°–100° at the scan
rate of 2°/min.

2.9 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)

AFM is a high resolution microscope, through which
microstructure of any material can be studied. AFM is
an improvement to STM (Scanning Tunnell ing
Microscope), as in STM only conducting surfaces
were analyzed whereas in AFM any and every material
is fit to be used for microstructure investigation. Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) was carried on NT-MDT NEXT
Solver (make-Russia) at Physics Laboratory of
M.A.N.I.T, Bhopal. Here AFM is used for clear
characterization of surface morphology like surface
roughness and dispersion of GNPs nano particles in
PU matrix.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Uni-axial tensile, shape memory and
shape fixity tests

Tensile strength of PU and composite
having 1GPU samples were calculated from
the Fig. 1 (by using Tinius Olsen 25kt tensile
testing machine). The tensile strength and
stiffness of composite were increases as
compared to PU. Stiffness is defined as the
area under the tensile graph. The region behind
the increased tensile strength and stiffness was
the embedded GNPs particles in the PU
matrix. Another hand the moisture strongly
influences the strength and stiffness of the

Fig. 1 Uniaxial Tensile stress-strain curves

samples. From Fig.1, it shows that tensile
strength and stiffness of PU and composite
were suppressed due to the moisture. As long
as the water immersion days were increasing
the strength goes to decreasing for both PU
and 1 GPU samples. The maximum tensile
strength 72 MPa was observed for 1 GPU
without water immersion. And minimum tensile
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strength for 1 GPU for 10 days water immersed
sample was observed. Strength was
suppressed due to the moisture because the
absorbed water molecules react with the
polymer chain and increase their chain mobility.
Similar results also reported by many types of
research [35-37]. When samples immersed in
water for long days then the hydrogen bonding
between the C=O and H-N groups is also
weakened which is the main cause behind the
decreased tensile strength and stiffness of
moisture exposed samples.

research paper [38]. Another hand the effect of
moisture on shape memory stretch and
recovery strength was strongly influenced.
When the samples immersed in water for
several days both stretch and recovery
strength was decreased.  From Fig. 2 it’s
observed that the maximum stretching
strength for 1 GPU 0 day water immersion is
4 MPa and minimum stretching strength 1
MPa for PU 10 days water immersion. Also,
the maximum recovery strength for 1 GPU is
3 MPa and minimum recovery strength 0.83
MPa for PU 10 days.

Shape fixity can be defined as the ability of
the sample to maintain its temporary shape
during cooling below its glass transition
temperature. Mathematically it is expressed
as the ration of fixed strain (

f
) to the maximum

deformed strain (
d
).

R
f 
= 

f
÷ 

d
 ×100
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d 
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0

Where, L
0
 is gauge length, L

1
 maximum length

after deforming and L
2
 is the length of the

specimen when load removed [18].

From Fig. 3 its clearly observed that with
reinforcement of GNPs in PU matrix the shape
fixity was improved. The improved shape fixity
because the embedded GNPs in the PU matrix
restrict the motion of soft segments which is
responsible for shape recovery. For 1 GPU the
shape fixity is almost 98 % and for PU it is 93
% only. Almost similar observations we also
reported earliest [38]. From Fig. 3 we were also
concluded that the shape fixity was drastically
decreased due to the moisture samples.

Fig. 2. Stretch and constrain recovery stress curves.

Fig. 2 shows that the shape memory stretch
and constrain shape recovery strength of PU
and 1 GPU samples by using the tensile testing
machine with controlled temperature setup. For
shape memory stretch and recovery tests, the
procedure was similar as reported by [18, 38]

which I have also explained in the experimental
section. From Fig. 2 we concluded that with
the addition of GNPs in PU matrix the stretch
strength and constrain recovery strength both
were significantly improved. Similar
observations were also reported in a previous
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Decrease shape fixity of water immersed
samples because the molecules of water react
with the PU chains and improve its chain
mobility.

3.2 Surface morphology observation in
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Fig. 4 shows that the cryogenic fractured
morphology of PU (Fig. 4 (a)) and 1 GPU (Fig.

4 (b)) by using the Scanning Electron
Microscopy after gold coating for clear surface
observations. From SEM Figure it clearly
shows that the surface roughness was more
in the composite sample as compared to the
PU sample. The PU sample morphology is
more smooth and uniform shape whereas for
composite (1 GPU) it is rougher and randomly
arranged. Randomly arranged morphology
may conclude that the uniform distribution
of GNPs in PU matrix which helps the superior
properties. Researchers also reported
the same results for composites and PU
matrix [18, 38]

3.3 Dynamic Mechanical Analyser
(DMA) tests:

The Dynamic Mechanical Analyser (DMA) was
used for observation of thermo-mechanical
properties of viscoelastic materials. The storage
modulus (Fig. 5), loss modulus (Fig. 6) and
energy dissipation factor (Fig.7) were
calculated. And glass transition temperature
also calculated by using DMA curves.

Fig. 4. Surface morphology (cryogenic fractured)  (a) PU and (b) 1 GPU sample

Fig. 3 Shape fixity curves.
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From Fig. 5 we can say that with the addition
of GNPs in the PU matrix the elastic storage
modulus was increased by 40 % for 1 GPU 0
day as compared to PU 0 day water
immersion. Further, when the samples
exposed in water the storage modulus was
drastically increased for both PU and 1 GPU.
The maximum storage modulus was observed
for 1 GPU 10 days and minimum storage
modulus for PU 0 day. And another hand the
transition point shift toward the lower
temperature which indicated that the glass
transition temperature decreasing when
samples exposed in moisture. Similar
observations for glass transition temperature
also observed in Fig. 6. Loss modulus may
be defined as the stored energy converted
into heat. The peaks of loss modulus curves
shift toward the lower temperature for
moisture samples. For 1 GPU 10 days and
PU 10 days, water immersed sample loss
modulus peaks is much closer to 40°C. The
glass transition temperature near about 40°C
(very closed to environments temperature) it
may help for self-responsive shape memory
polymer. Fig. 7 shows that the energy
dissipation curves for PU and GPU. The
energy dissipation factor is a ratio of loss
modulus to the storage modulus. From Fig.
7 it’s clear to observe that the peak of 1 GPU
is higher than the PU sample which may
indicate that the proper mixing and bonding
between the GPs and the PU matrix. Another
hand the peaks of water immersed samples
were shifted towards the lower temperature.
Shifted peaks toward lower temperature
indicated that the loss of glass transition
temperature. Details of glass transition
temperature as shown in Table 1 by using
DMA curves and DSC curves.Fig. 7. Energy dissipation factor curves.

Fig. 6. Loss modulus curves.

Fig. 5. Storage modulus curves.
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3.4 Differential Scanning
Calorimetric (DSC):

where the polymer changes its rubbery state
to glassy state vice versa. From Fig. 8 we
found that the glass transition temperature was
decreased for 1 GPU as compared to the PU.
Decreased glass transition temperate for 1
GPU composite because of the embedded
GNPs in the PU matrix act as heat node which
promotes the fast heating of the sample. And
another hand the glass transition temperature
also shifted toward the lower temperature when
samples exposed in moisture. So that due to
the moisture the glass transition temperature
decreased. The many causes behind the
decrease glass transition temperature one is
the when water molecules react with the PU
chains the hydrogen bonding between C=O and
H-O groups weakened due to the moisture.
Further, the amino and carbonyl groups interact
with the water molecules and water molecules
interact with the polymer chain and improve
their mobility. Almost same experimental
observation for moisture imposed thermoplastic
polyurethane was reported by many
researchers recently [36, 37].

Fig. 8. DSC cooling curves

Differential Scanning Calorimetric (DSC) was
used for calculation of glass transition
temperature by using the half height. The DSC
cooling curves shown in Fig. 8 for PU and 1
GPU were used for Tg calculation. Glass
transition temperature is that temperature

TABLE 1. Calculation of glass transition temperature from DMA and DSC curves.

PU 0 PU 5 PU 10 GPU 0 GPU 5 GPU 10
Day Day Day Day Day Day

Storage modulus curve 50°C 46°C 43°C 48°C 43°C 41°C

Loss modulus curve 57°C 51°C 46°C 55°C 48°C 46°C

Energy dissipation factor 56°C 53°C 49°C 54°C 49°C 47°C

DSC 55°C 48°C 40°C 53°C 46°C 38°C

3.5 MV-induced shape recovery tests

From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 we concluded that the
microwave-induced shape recovery tests for PU
and 1 GPU samples. Fig. 9 shows that the
MV-induced shape recovery of 1 GPU 0 day

water immersed sample. It’s clearly observed
that the 1 GPU composite sample recover
almost 100% original shape under MV
irradiation within 20 seconds. For a composite
sample, the embedded GNPs in the PU matrix
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(d) Permanent shape

Fig. 9. MV-induced shape recovery exhibition of 1 GPU by using a digital camera (without water immersion)

Fig. 10. Microwave-induced shape recovery of PU and 1 GPU samples tested in a microwave oven
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act as a heat source under MV-irradiation which
is responsible for fast shape recovery. Further,
we try to discuss the effect of moisture on MV-
induced shape recovery from Fig. 10. From MV
shape recovery graph, the PU sample without
exposing in moisture has no shape recovery
during MV-irradiations (shown Fig. 10). Further
when water immersed sample of PU was tested
for MV-induced shape recovery than it’s partially
trying to recover original shape. The PU 10 days
water immersed sample recovery its 90%

original shape within 50 Seconds. Because the
MV-irradiations absorbed by water molecules
and PU water immersed sample got heated.
Another hand the composite sample has also
improved their shape recovery after water
immersed for 10 days. So that we concluded
that moisture (absorbed water molecules) act
as a dielectric node, which absorbs the
microwave and samples got heated, and
samples recover its permanent shape.

Fig. 11. XRD graphes of (a) polyurethane sample (Pure PU) (b) 1 GPU sample

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was used for examine
the mixing characteristic of GNPs in
polyurethane matrix. Fig. 11 shows that the
XRD graphes of pure PU and composite
containing 1 phr GNPs in PU matrix. the X-
ray peaks of pure polyurethane shows in Fig.
11 (a), in PU two peaks shows near about 20°
and 30°. The intensity of 20° peaks is higher
than 30°, whereas in Fig. 11(b) shows 1GPU
composite sample peaks. For 1 GPU sample
the intensity of 30° peaks is higher as
compared to PU sample. The increased
intensity of peaks near about 30° indicated

the proper mixing of GNPs in PU matrix
because for graphene nanoplatelets peaks
shown near 30°. Therefore we can say proper
mixing may done during composite sample
preparation because there is no peaks of
graphitic in XRD pattern. Similar XRD
observation was also reported by various
eminent researchers [20, 27].

In this work Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
was carried out on NT-MDT NEXT Solver (make-
Russia) at Physics Laboratory of M.A.N.I.T,
Bhopal.
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The surface roughness of pure polyurethane
and composite (1 GPU) containing 1 phr GNPs
was studied by using AFM, which shows in
Fig. 12. Fig. 12 (a) pure polyurethane shows
that uniform surface roughness throughout the
matrix and Fig. 12 (b) shows 1 GPU composite
sample roughness and also distribution of
graphene nanoplatelets in PU matrix. In
composite sample the surface roughness is
more random as compared to pure
polyurethane matrix. The surface roughness
of pure PU and 1 GPU matrix is around 30 nm
and 45 nm respectively. Further, the waviness
was also increased with the addition of GNPs
in PU matrix. Random surface indicates the
distribution of GNPs particles within the
polyurethane matrix.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In present research work we concluded that
the moisture plays an important role in shape
memory and mechanical properties of MV-
induced shape memory thermoplastic
polyurethane/ graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs)
composite. The properties like tensile strength,
stretch and recovery strength, storage
modulus, shape fixity, glass transition
temperature were decreased due to the
moisture, but shape recovery of specimens for

PU and 1 GPU was increased. Amino and
carbonyl groups of (PU) polymer chains interact
with water molecules which improve the mobility
of polymer chain. Further, the bonding between
the C=O and H-N groups are weakened by the
moisture which is responsible for inferior
mechanical properties. The surface
morphological (FE-SEM), XRD and AFM study
shows that the proper mixing of GNPs in PU
matrix which promotes the superior shape
memory and mechanical properties. The PU
sample has no shape recovery (MV-induced)
without immersion in water but when the PU
sample immersed in water it shows the MV-
induced shape recovery. The reason behind
these phenomena was the absorbed water
molecules in PU act as a dielectric node which
is the strong absorption of MV-irradiations.

The glass transition temperature was calculated
by using the DMA curves and DSC curves; it
shows that the transition temperature was
continuously decreasing with increasing the
water immersion days (moisture). The glass
transition temperature (Tg) goes very close to
40°C when samples immersed in water for 10
days. The decreasing trend of glass transition
temperature due to the moisture it may open
the new gate for researchers to develop self-

                                  (a)  PU                                                        (a) 1 GPU

Fig. 12.  AFM surface roughness of (a) PU and (b) 1GPU composite sample
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shape recovery components or we can say
moisture responsive shape memory polymer
composite.
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